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Highlights

Abstract

• Spatial pyramid pooling extracts multi-scale deg- The accurate prediction of the remaining useful life (RUL) of rolling bearings is of immense importance in ensuring the safe and smooth operation of machinery and equipment.
radation features of bearings.
Although the prediction accuracy has been improved by a predictive model based on deep
• TL solves the inconsistent distribution of degradlearning, it is still limited in engineering because lots of models use single-scale features
ed data for different failed bearings.
to predict and assume that the degradation data of each bearing has a consistent distribu• The SPP-CNNTL model shows a better prediction tion. In this paper, A deep convolutional migration network based on spatial pyramid pooleffect on the RUL of the bearing.
ing (SPP-CNNTL) is proposed to obtain higher prediction accuracy with self-extraction of
multi-feature from the original vibrating signal. And to consider the differences of the data
distribution in different failure types, transfer learning (TL) added with maximum mean difference (MMD) measurement function is used in the RUL prediction part. Finally, the data
of IEEE PHM 2012 Challenge is used for verification, and the results show that the method
in this paper has high prediction accuracy.
Keywords
This is an open access article under the CC BY license rolling bearings, Remaining useful life (RUL), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN),
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
Transfer learning (TL).

1. Introduction
As one of the most important components in rotating machinery,
rolling bearings play a vital role in the safe operation of mechanical
equipment [5]. According to relevant statistics, 45% to 55% of the
failure cases of rotating machinery are caused by the failure of rolling
bearings [19]. Accurate RUL prediction technology can ensure both
the safety of operator and equipment in good condition, and it is of a
certain significance for the predictive maintenance.
The current methods used to predict RUL can be summarized into
four categories [12]: physical model-based methods [11], statistical
model-based methods [29], artificial intelligence-based methods [22],
and hybrid methods [26]. The physical model-based methods describe
the degradation process of machinery through the failure mechanism
of mechanical equipment and mathematical model. Although this
method can theoretically explain the degradation state of machinery, as the complexity of the mechanical system becomes higher and
higher, it is difficult to establish an ideal degradation model. These
statistical model-based methods can achieve predictions under different working conditions, but it is usually assumed that the degraded
signal follows a parameterized process model, which may not be the
case in reality [33]. The data-driven method gets rid of the shackles
of traditional methods, and the degraded state of the bearing can be

described based on the obtained bearing operating data. Therefore, the
data-driven-based forecasting methods get wide attention. Recently,
common models of data-driven methods gain very good effectiveness, such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [1], Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [20, 24], Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [28],
etc. But each of these models is a shallow neural network that is of
bad extraction ability and it is unable to directly mine the degraded
information from the original data.
As a branch of machine learning, in recent years, deep learning
emerges for its powerful feature extraction ability. Great progress
has been made in image recognition, target detection, medicine, and
other fields [13, 22, 23]. At present, the commonly used deep learning models in the mechanical field include Long Short-Term Network
(LSTM) [30], Convolution Neural Network (CNN) [32], Stacked Denoise Autoencoding (SDA) [31], and Deep Belief Network (DBN)
[21]. For instance, Wang et al [25] recurrent convolution layers were
constructed to simulated the temporal correlation between different
degradation states, and the variational inference was combined to
measure the uncertainty of RUL prediction. It indicates that this neural network is obviously superior to other methods in terms of RUL
prediction accuracy and convergence. Hinchi et al [9] use the convolutional layer to extract the features from the original data, and the
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degradation process is captured by the LSTM layer to predict RUL.
Wang et al [27] Transform original one-dimensional signal into the
grey-scale image and use 2D-CNN network for feature extraction.
Then the double Gaussian model is used to fit and predict the degradation curve. The results indicate that the method can predict the RUL
of bearing, and this measurement has pretty good accuracy. Compared
with the shallow neural network, the mentioned deep learning model
has made some progress in the field of bearing RUL prediction., but
two issues remain as follows:
1. Only the last layer feature is taken for the prediction of bearing
RUL in most of the literature. Because the last feature is the
most abstract feature, which makes the generalization ability
of the network model worse, thus, the forecasting results of
bearing RUL under various failure types cannot be accurate
enough.
2. The impact of inconsistent bearing data distribution on the
deep learning prediction model is not considered. Because
the traditional deep learning model is suitable for the situation
where the data distribution of the training set and the test set
are consistent, however, even under the same working conditions and the same type of bearings, each bearing will show
inconsistent degradation trends during the full life test of the
bearing, resulting in bearing data that does not meet the assumptions of deep learning applications.
As a new learning paradigm in machine learning, transfer learning
broadens the applicable conditions of deep learning. At present, it has
been applied in the field of reliability. For example, Guo L et al [8]
proposed a domain adaptive module to solve the difference between
different bearing data distributions so as to realize bearing fault diagnosis across experimental platforms. Dong S et al [6] proposed a
bearing degradation assessment model based on transfer learning and
deep hierarchical feature extraction. Experiments show that the model
can accurately identify the degraded stage of the bearing. Zhu J et al
[33] applied the domain adaptive module proposed in Literature 23 to
the field of bearing RUL prediction and successfully realized bearing
RUL prediction under different working conditions. It can be seen
that most applications of transfer learning in the mechanical field are
dedicated to solving classification problems [6, 14], while regression
problems have not been widely used [18]. However, transfer learning
has great potential for simple prediction regression problems [15].
Therefore, in order to solve the above problems, a framework for
RUL prediction of bearings based on SPP-CNNTL is proposed. First,
the degradation stage of the bearing is divided by a binary classification network. This method avoids human error caused by manual
threshold division. Then, for the data in the degradation stage of the
bearing, the frequency spectrum is extracted as input, and one-dimensional CNN is used as the feature extraction network. The SPP layer
is used as the last pooling layer of CNN to achieve convolutional features observed from different directions. In addition, transfer learning
based on the MMD function is introduced in the CNN model to solve
the problem of low prediction accuracy caused by inconsistent bearing data distribution of different fault types. Finally, the method in
this paper is verified by the IEEE PHM 2012 data set, and the results
show that the prediction accuracy of bearing RUL is better than other
models.
The contributions of this article are summarized as follows:
1. The spatial pyramid pooling layer is used to realize multi-scale
feature extraction of input data, avoiding the shortcomings of
insufficient bearing degradation information extracted.
2. Transfer learning is used to solve the problem of inconsistent
distribution of bearing degradation data and failure data, so as
to realize the deep learning model to predict the RUL of different failed bearings.
3. Propose an end-to-end prediction framework applicable to different faulty bearings, and promote the development of predictive maintenance technology for bearings.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the framework of the bearing remaining life prediction method
proposed in this paper. The related theories of CNN and transfer learning networks are introduced, and the framework of the SPP-CNNTL
neural network is proposed. In Section 3, the experimental analysis
based on the full life data set of the bearing shows the effectiveness of
the method. The comparison with other model methods highlights the
superiority of this method. Finally, conclusions are given, and some
future research directions are proposed in Section 4.

2. Proposed framework
2.1. Overall overview
In engineering applications, due to bearing processing and manufacturing errors, assembly errors, and material defects of the bearing
itself, the entire degradation process of the bearing from the initial use
to the final failure shows different trends. This leads to the problem
of differences in the data distribution between the degradation data of
each bearing. This violates the assumption that deep learning requires
the training set and test set to have the same data distribution, so it
reduces the RUL prediction accuracy. Therefore, this paper proposes
a framework for predicting the remaining life of bearings based on
a multi-scale convolutional transfer learning model. The flow of the
framework is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen from Figure 1 that
the method in this article is mainly divided into two parts: the first
part is the degradation stage division. This part uses the normal stage
data and the severe stage data of the bearing to construct a data set,
trains the two-class neural network and realizes the degradation stage
Automatic division. This method avoids the human error caused by
the trouble of manually setting the fault threshold in the traditional
method and makes the recognition effect more objective. When the
bearing enters the degradation stage, the second part starts to predict
the RUL of the bearing based on the SPP-CNNTL model. The model
adds an SPP pool to solve the problem of the poor generalization ability of single-scale input. The domain adaptation technology in transfer
learning is used to measure the difference between degraded data distributions in different directions and use the difference as a constraint
condition of the prediction model so that the network model can learn
the invariance between different failed bearing data.

2.2. Transfer learning
As a branch of machine learning, transfer learning can transfer
learned knowledge in a different area, and its main idea is to find
similarities between different datasets. Two basic concepts are mainly
included in transfer learning, which are domain and task. The domain
is the subject of learning, which is mainly composed of data and the
probability distribution which can generate these data; Task is the
goal of learning, which is mainly composed of tag and tag’s corresponding function group. Thus, transfer learning can be expressed as
n
follows: a labeled source domain Ds = {xi , yi }i =1 and an unlabeled
n
target domain Dt = {xi }i =1 . They have different data distribution,
Ps ( X s ) ≠ Pt ( X t ) . The goal of transfer learning is to use labeled data
Ds to learn the knowledge of the target domain Dt .
Domain adaptation is one of the research contents of transfer learning, which focuses on solving the problem of consistent feature space,
consistent category space, and only inconsistent feature distribution.
Domain adaptation mainly includes two strategies: One is to introduce
the measurement function, minimizing its value to make the source
domain and target domain obey the same distribution. Some measurement functions, such as Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD), KL
divergence and CORAL, are often used. The other is to draw on the
experience of the strategy of Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)
--- adding domain classification module [4, 33].
Domain adaptive technology is proposed to solve the problem of
different failure types of bearing RUL prediction, because domain
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the method proposed in this article

adaptive technology can perform classification and prediction when
the data distribution of the training set and the test set are similar.
Questions in this article is described in transfer learning language as
follows:
1. To get some labeled degenerative data and to be used as training set, Ds = {χ s , Ps ( X )} and get some unlabeled degenerative data as test set, Dt = {χt , Pt ( X )} .
2. Assuming the feature space of the source of domain and the
target domain is the same, χ s = χt . But the marginal distribution of two domains is different, Ps ( X s ) ≠ Pt ( X t ) .
3. A classifier f : xt → yt is adopted to improve the accuracy of
prediction by using the auxiliary data that are composed of labelled data- Ds and partial unlabeled data- Dt .

2.3. CNN
CNN is a kind of feedforward neural network, which was first proposed by LeCun in 1989 and used for image processing [10]. The
CNN network mainly consists of convolution layers, pooling layers, and full connection layers. The convolutional layer reduces the
parameter amount of the model by capturing the local regional connection feature of input information and applying the weight sharing
principle, and further reduces the amount of training data by combing
the similar features through the pooling layer. In order to extract features from the data, the CNN model usually alternately stacks convolutional layers and pooling layers, and configures the output layer as
a fully connected layer.
1. Convolutional layer
The convolution layer consists of a set of convolution kernels,
which are the core of feature extraction. The convolution kernel

performs a convolution operation on the feature map output by the
previous layer to achieve feature extraction of the local area. In addition, the convolutional layer also has the characteristics of weight
distribution, which greatly reduces network parameters and avoids
over-fitting. The specific convolutional layer operation is shown in
the formula (1):
xcl


 cl −1
= σ  ∑ Wil,c *xil −1 + bcl 

 i =1



(1)

where xil −1 is the output of channel i of l-1 layer, Wil,c is the convolution kernel for layer l, bcl is bias, * is convolution operation, xcl is
the output of channel c of layer l. σ ( ⋅) is the activation function. In
this paper, the ReLU function is used as the activation function of the
CNN network because it has the ability to accelerate the convergence
and alleviate the vanishing gradient problem. The calculation is as
follows:
ReLU (x ) = max (0, x )

(2)

2. Pooling layer
The main purpose of the pooling layer is to reduce the parameters
of the neural network. It is usually added between two convolutional
layers, and the input of the convolutional layer at a specific connection position is summarized in the form of non-linear sampling to
improve the computational efficiency of the network and keep the
feature translation unchanged. Common pooling layers include aver-
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age pooling, maximum pooling, etc. And maximum pooling is used in
this paper partially. The equation (3) is as follows:

{

pcl = max xcl ×k :( c +1)×k

}

(3)

where k is the length of pooling, pcl is the output of channel c layer1.
3. Spatial pyramid pooling
In order to solve the problem of inconsistent input image size, a
spatial pyramid pool for target detection task is first proposed. SPP
can extract features of different dimensions from the feature map by
using pool kernels of various sizes, and stitch them to obtain multidimensional features. Therefore, this article adds SPP to the last layer
of the CNN network model for multi-feature extraction to improve the
generalization of the network.
4. Fully connected layer
The purpose of the fully connected layer is to perform regression
or prediction tasks on the extracted features. After executing the SPPCNN model in this article, the network will output multiple feature
values and then pave them. The mapping between features and bearing RUL uses fully connected layers. The calculation formula (4) between complete connections is as follows:

( )


hl = σ l  W l


T


× vl −1 + bl 


(4)

where σ l is the activation function of the layer l, vl −1 is the output
vector of layer l-1, W l is the connection weight of the neurons in
the l-th layer and the neurons in the l-1th layer, bl is the bias, hl is
the output feature of the l-th hidden layer. The activation function of
the output layer is the SoftMax function, and the other layers are the
ReLU function.

connected layer. The domain adaptation module is based on the data
distribution difference between the source domain and the target domain in the specified layer, and uses the MMD function value as a
measure to constrain the RUL prediction part to minimize the difference between the data distribution. The specific network model structure is shown in the Table 1.
Table 1. SPP-CNNTL Network Model diagram
Layer
1

Module

Symbol

3
5
8
9

10

Domain adaptive
RUL prediction

The Figure 2 shows the framework of the SPP-CNNTL network
model proposed in this paper. The network model mainly includes
three parts: Multi-scale feature extraction module, regression prediction module, domain adaptive module. Among them, multi-scale feature extraction mainly uses the SPP-CNN model for feature extraction. The features that can represent bearing degradation information
are extracted layer by layer by convolution and pooling operations
from the input source domain and target domain. The regression prediction module is to predict the RUL of the bearing. The module uses
the extracted multi-scale features as the judgment basis, and realizes
the RUL prediction of the source domain samples through the fully

Convolution

5×1×3

C2

Convolution

5×3×6

SPP

Multi-Pooling

/

FC1

Fully-connected

FO

Sigmoid

Input signal

P1

Pooling

P2

2

Pooling

Flatten
FC2

2

/

126

Fully-connected

10

50
/

Domain adaptive model is mainly to describe the difference among
the data distribution of data set in some measures. Maximum mean
difference is taken as the measurement function in this paper. This
method measures the distance between two reproducing Hilbert space,
which is a kernel learning method. The equation (5) is as follows:

(

s

t

)

1

ns

∑φ
n s i =1

nt

( ) − nt i∑=1φ ( )
his

1

2

htj

(5)
H

where n s the number of samples from the source domain, nt is the
number of samples from the target domain, φ ( ⋅) is mapping which
maps the original variable to the regenerative nuclear Hilbert space,
⋅ H is the regenerative nuclear Hilbert space.
2.4.2. Target of optimization
The loss function of the proposed method are two parts:
1. Root mean square error term of the minimized regression
task.

Fig. 2. SPP-CNNTL Network Model diagram
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1×2048

2.4.1. Domain adaptive model

MMD h , h =

2.4. SPP-CNNTL Learning model

C1

Feature extraction

6

7

Parameter

Input

2
4

Operation
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2. Minimized MMD term between the source domain and the
target domain.
Loss function 1: The accuracy of RUL prediction of bearing is improved by minimizing differences in values. In other words, the main
loss function is the difference between the predicted value and real
labelled value. For regression tasks, the Mean Square Error (MSE)
is the most commonly used as loss function. The equation is as follows:
Lossr =

1 m
2
∑ ( yi − yˆi )
m i =1

(6)

where m is the size of batch of training set, yi is the real label, yˆi is
the label of prediction.
Loss function 2: The migration of the last two layers is selected
after analysis: for the RUL prediction of bearing after the full connection layer, the difference among different domains is minimized after
MMD is added into different layers. The equation is as follows:
LossMMD1 =

LossMMD 2 =

1

ms ms

∑∑ k ( f 1is , f 1sj ) +

ms2 i =1 j =1
1

ms ms

∑∑ k ( f 2is , f 2sj ) +

ms2 i =1 j =1

1

mt mt

1

ms mt

∑∑ k ( f 1it , f 1tj ) − m m ∑∑ k ( f 1is , f 1tj )
1

mt2 i =1 j =1

s t i =1 j =1

mt mt

ms mt

∑∑ k ( f 2it , f 2tj ) − m m ∑∑ k ( f 2is , f 2tj )
1

mt2 i =1 j =1

s t i =1 j =1

3. Application of the proposed method
3.1. Introduction of data set
IEEE PHM 2012 Challenge [16] is adopted to verify the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper. Experiment platform of
PRONSTIA is constructed as the Figure 3. The test-bed consists of
two parts: part of experimental simulation and part of measurement.
The power of the experimental simulation is output by a motor with
a power of 250 W. And the load simulation is applied to the bearing
to accelerate the degradation of the bearing by applying a radial force
load. The measurement portion adopts an acceleration sensor whose
sampling frequency is 25.6 kHz and the acquisition channel is two
channels in the horizontal and vertical direction. A signal sample is
collected every 10s, and the length of the collected time is 0.1 s.
The data set contains bearing work data under three different
loads. Working-condition 1: under 1800 rpm and 4000 N; Workingcondition 2: 1650 rpm and 4200 N; Working-condition 3: 1500 rpm,
5000 N. Total 17 data sets of bearing are acquired which are working
to failure. In condition 1, there are 7 bearings numbered from 1-1 to
1-7; In condition 2, there are 7 bearings numbered from 2-1 to 2-7;
In condition 3, there 3 bearings numbered from 3-1 to 3-3. This paper
selects the bearing in condition 1 for testing, and its partial degradation data is shown in Figure 4. Although the bearings are in the same
working condition, they behave differently in degradation process. As
pointed out in literature 3, under the working-condition 1, the bearings, 1-1 1-3 1-4, belongs to the same type of progressive degradation
failure; the bearings, 1-2 1-5 1-6 1-7, belongs to the same type of sudden burst degenerate failure.

(7)

LossMMD = LossMMD1 + LossMMD 2

where LossMMD1 is the value of the last layer, LossMMD 2 is the inverted second layer, k (⋅) is the kernel function, ms is the number
of source domain samples, mt is the number of the target domain
samples.
The final total loss function is as follows:
Loss = Lossr + λ LossMMD

(8)

where hyperparameter λ decide the effect of MMD differences on prediction.
And set the parameter of feature extractor as θ f ,and set the parameter of regression prediction of bearing RUL as θ r .The equation 8 can
be rewritten as follows:

(

)

(

)

( )

Loss θ f ,θ r = Lossr θ f ,θ r + λ LossMMD θ f

Fig. 3. The experimental platform

(9)

Adam optimizer is used to minimize the loss function and to find the
saddle point of the loss function. The equation is as follows:

 ∂Loss
r + λ ∂Lossmmd
θ f ← θ f −η 
 ∂θ f
∂θ f

 ∂Lossr 
θr ← θr − η 

 ∂θ r 





(10)

Fig. 4. Bearing degradation data under working-condition 1, (a) bearing1-1;
(b) bearing1-2.

3.2. Starting point identification of degradation stage
where η is learning rate.

The bearing 1-1 and 1-2 are selected as training set and the rest of
them are used for testing. The full life diagram of raw signal is shown
as Figure 5. The 500th-1000th collected data of bearing 1-1 and the
320th-400th collected data of bearing 1-2 are used as the normal
stage data; the 2400th-2700th collected data of bearing 1-1 and the
831th-861th collected data are used as the data of severe fault stage.
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Spectrum data is used as training data of binary classification neural
network. Hardware of the experiment is a computer with i5-1035G1
CPU @ 1.00 GHz 1.19 GHz, 16 GB memory and software are MATLAB 2016a and PYTHON3.8.
After many attempts, the four-layer neural network is selected as
the classifier, the number of the network nodes is 2048-10000-500-2
and the activation function of the front three-layer is the RELU function, the last layer use SoftMax function as activation function to implement the binary classification. The loss function is set as a crossentropy function, train the network 20 times and the batch size is 8.
In order to avoid false alarms, three consecutive predictions into the
degradation stage mean that the stage is into degradation. Figure 6
shows some test bearing results. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the
two-classification network can more accurately identify samples in
the normal phase and samples in the degraded phase. Therefore, it can
accurately determine the starting point of the degradation stage. The
overall test results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Recognition of starting point during degradation phase
Bearing

Failure time/s

Failure point/s

1-2

871

821

1-1

2803

1517

1-3

2375

1332

1-5

2463

2444

1-4
1-6
1-7

1428
2448
2259

1090
2100
2241

3.3. Prediction of RUL
3.3.1. Evaluation index and sample label
In order to quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the predictive RUL method proposed in this paper, this paper uses Root-MeanSquare-Error (RMSE) and Mean-Absolute-Error (MAE) as evaluation indicators. The calculation formula is shown in formula (11):

 MAE =



 RMSE =


∧
1 m
( yi − yi )
∑
m i =1
∧
1 m
∑  yi − yi 
m i =1


2

(11)

∧

where yi is the actual value, yi is the predicted value, and m is the
number of samples.
Since the prediction model of RUL used in this paper is a supervised learning model, it is necessary to label the source domain samples. This article uses the remaining life percentage of the bearing as
the label for these samples. This tag can control the amount of data
used for network training not to be too large, and improve computational efficiency. (For example, assuming failure time of bearing is
2500 s and time of degradation is 500 s, when the bearing running at
1500 s, the label for that point is (

(1500 − 500 ) = 50%
).
(2500 − 500 )

3.3.2. Hyperparameters of the network
In order to obtain the best model prediction effect, this section discusses the important hyperparameters and network structure of the
network. Since the setting of the learning rate will affect the convergence of the network model, which in turn affects the training effect
of the model, the learning rate is an indicator that must be considered.
Secondly, this paper uses the MMD function value as a scale function
to measure the data of different failed bearings, and uses it as a part
of the loss function, so it is of great significance to choose the MMD
term trade-off coefficient. Therefore, this paper chooses the learning
rate and the trade-off coefficient for experiments, and the selection
range of hyperparameters is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Value range of Hyper-parameters

Fig. 5. The original vibration waveform of the bearing, (a) bearing1-1,
(b) bearing1-2

Hyperparameters
Learning rate

Trade-off value

Fig. 6. Stage identification effect diagram of bearings 1-3

690

Range

0.1, 0.01, 0.005, 0.001, 0.0005, 0.0001
0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 10, 50, 100

When the fixed trade-off coefficient is 0.2, try to experiment with
different learning rate values. The prediction results are shown in Table 4. The values in Table 4 are the average values of multiple prediction results of all training set bearings. It can be seen from Table 4 that
when the learning rate is large, the effect of the model is the worst.
The possible reason is that a higher learning rate will prevent the network from converging to an optimal value. Because the gradient descent step is too large, it can only make the model hover around the
optimal value, resulting in lower prediction accuracy. As the learning
rate decreases, the prediction accuracy continues to improve. However, too small a learning rate will reduce the convergence speed. Under the same number of iterations, too small a learning rate may not
achieve convergence. Therefore, considering the prediction accuracy
and time-consuming considerations, this paper chooses the learning
rate to be 0.001.
Table 5 shows the prediction effect of the compromise coefficient
under different values. It can be seen from Table 5 that when the tradeoff coefficient is selected as 0.2, the performance of the network model is the best. If the trade-off coefficient is too small, the constraint in-
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Table 4. Influence of different learning rates on the prediction model
Learning rate

MAE

RMSE

0.1

0.2518

0.2909

0.005
0.001

0.1870

0.1702

0.2313

0.2085

0.0005

0.0001

0.1930

0.1905

0.2340

0.01

0.1803

0.2219

0.2280

Table 5. Influence of different trade-off coefficients on model prediction
Trade-off value

MAE

RMSE

0

0.1

0.2121

0.2

0.1923

0.2595

0.1702

0.2085

0.3
0.5

0.1858

0.7

0.1876

0.2263

0.1992

0.2410

10
50

100

0.1999
0.1909

0.1999

0.2378

size=32. The network adopts two convolution and pooling layers for
feature exaction, the kernel size is 5 in convolution and 2 in max pooling. In the transfer part of the full connection layer, the RBF function
is selected as the kernel function for calculation of MMD distance and
the width of the kernel is 1000. When the MMD measurement loss
function accounts for 0.20 total loss, the network reaches the optimal
effect. The batch size is 32, and half the data comes from the source
domain, the rest is from the target domain. The epoch is set as 400.
The loss function of the training process is shown in Figure 7. It can
be seen that as the number of epochs increases, the loss of the training
model does not decrease, indicating that the model has reached the effect of convergence. The prediction effect of the training set direction
is shown in Figure 8. It can be seen from Figure 8 that this method
shows a good fitting effect and good monotonicity for the bearings
of the training set, and the failure time of the bearing can be almost
perfectly predicted in the final stage. At the same time, it shows that
the network architecture and hyperparameters selected in this paper
are reasonable, and the network model can learn bearing degradation
information from the training set.

0.2247
0.2400
0.2310
0.2361

formation between different data sets will be reduced, and the model
will not be able to learn domain-invariant features. When the trade-off
coefficient is greater than 0.5, because the weight of the MMD term
is too large, the loss of the prediction model cannot be trained well. In
summary, the compromise factor of 0.2 in this article is reasonable.
In order to determine the influence of the architecture of the network model, this paper adds the MMD function to the last layer of
the network model (MMD1), adds the MMD function to the penultimate layer (MMD2), and adds MMD function to the last two layers
(MMD12). The experimental results are shown in Table 6. Since the
network model extracts the shallow information of the network model
in the first few layers, the features extracted by the network model
are more abstract in the subsequent layers. It can be seen from Table
6 that the effect of the single-layer MMD function is not as good as
that of the double-layer MMD function. This is mainly because the
single-layer MMD function is not enough to represent the difference
in data distribution between the training set and the test. Therefore, it
is reasonable to choose MMD12 as the network model architecture
of this article.

Fig. 7. Training loss diagram of network model

Table 6. Influence of different locations of MMD on prediction
Trade-off value

MAE

RMSE

MMD1

0.1723

0.2159

MMD12

0.1702

0.2085

MMD2

0.1860

0.2254

3.3.3. Prediction of RUL
The PHM data set is used as the analysis data to verify the effectiveness and feasibility of the method in this paper. The original data
of bearing 1-1 is used as the training set, and the lifetime percentage
is used as the sample label, which belongs to the source domain. Unmarked data for bearings 1-5 and 1-7 are used as auxiliary data. The
test sets are Bearing 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 1-6.
Through theoretical analysis and experimental verification, the
hyperparameters of the experimental model are set that Optimizer
is Adam, Learning rate=0.001, Trade-off=0.2, Epoch=400, Batch-

Fig. 8. The prediction effect of bearing in train set(bearing1-1)

As shown in Figure 9, it can be seen that the method in this paper
shows high prediction accuracy for both the suddenly failed bearing
1-2 and the gradually failed bearing 1-3, and the fluctuation of the
predicted value is significantly reduced after sliding average processing. Although in the process of predicting the degradation trend of the
network model, the monotonicity of the bearing 1-2 is not satisfactory.
However, in actual engineering, people pay more attention to the degradation trend and final RUL value of the bearing in the later period of
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Fig. 9. The prediction effect of bearing in test set, (a) bearing1-2; (b) bearing1-3

operation. It can be seen from Figure 9 that both bearing 1-2 and bearing 1-3 have good monotonicity and higher prediction accuracy at the
final moment. Even bearings 1-3 can predict the failure time almost
without error at the last moment. In summary, the method proposed
in this paper can meet the requirements of the RUL prediction of the
bearing in actual engineering

3.4. Comparison analysis of model advantage
In order to verify the superiority of this method, this paper chooses
the CNN model and the SPP-CNN model as the comparison model
to verify the effectiveness of the improved strategy. Secondly, in order to verify the effectiveness of the migration strategy in this article, the current advanced migration learning models Transfer Component Analysis (TCA) and Domain-Adversarial Training of Neural
Networks (DANN) are used as comparison models. The comparison
model introduction is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Comparison model
Model

Input

Transfer method

SPP-CNN

frequency spectrum

None

DANN [7]

frequency spectrum

CNN

frequency spectrum

TCA [17]

traditional feature

SPP-CNNTL
(Proposed method)

frequency spectrum

None

MMD

adversarial strategy
MMD

In order to ensure the accuracy of the comparison effect, the architecture and hyperparameter settings of the comparison model are consistent with the selection of the proposed method. The experimental
prediction results of different models are shown in Table 8.

2. Transfer learning improves the accuracy of bearing RUL prediction. After using transfer learning, the model prediction
ability of the training set and test set has been improved. It also
has a better predictive effect for bearings that suddenly fail.
3. In order to demonstrate the superiority of the transfer strategy,
this paper chooses TCA and DANN as the comparison model.
The TCA model maps the features of the source domain and
the target domain to the high-dimensional replicable kernel
Hilbert space to minimize the distance between the source domain and the target domain. The input of the TCA model is 24
traditional statistical features, including time-domain features
and wavelet packet energy. It selects the RBF function as the
kernel function. The DANN model uses domain confrontation
strategies to solve the problem of data distribution differences.
The prediction effect of each model is shown in Table 7. It can
be seen from the evaluation indicators in Table 7 that this paper
has a higher RUL prediction accuracy for the tested bearing.
Compared with other transfer learning models, the proposed
method has higher prediction accuracy. The main reason is the
use of adaptive technology to solve the problem of inconsistent allocation between training data and test data. And use the
SPP-CNN layer to improve the generalization ability of the
network to obtain a better transmission effect.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes a RUL prediction model of bearing based on
multi-feature deep convolution transfer learning. First of all, this paper
uses the SPP layer to avoid the problems of poor prediction accuracy
and poor generalization ability of a single feature. Then, based on the
MMD migration mechanism, the SPP-CNN model was improved, and
the problem of inconsistent data distribution of the degradation trend
of each bearing caused by the failure of each bearing was solved. Finally, by using the PHM2012 bearing public data set, and comparing
the results with the prediction effect of the transfer learning model,
the following conclusions are drawn: 1. The method proposed in this
paper has good monotonicity in the final stage of various types of
failed bearings. Higher prediction accuracy can meet the actual needs
of engineering applications. 2. The domain adaptive module can reduce the data distribution difference between different failure trends,
so that the model in this paper has a wider application range. From the
above content, it can be seen that compared with the current advanced
RUL prediction, the method in this paper has obvious advantages.
Considering the great potential of deep learning models in RUL
prediction, future work shows that the RUL prediction of bearings
under different working conditions should be considered, so that the
RUL prediction model has stronger practicability.

Table 8. The MAE value of different models
Model

bearing1-1
0.0160

bearing 1-2

bearing 1-3

bearing 1-4

bearing 1-6

SPP-CNN

0.419

0.2580

0.1454

0.1651

0.3062

CNN
TCA

0.5023

SPP-CNNTL

0.0201

DANN

0.0432

0.2828

0.2543

0.2392

0.1802

From Table 8, compared with other models, there are three kinds of
advantages in the proposed method in this paper.
1. The SPP-CNN model improves the accuracy of bearing RUL
prediction. Although the traditional CNN model has higher
prediction accuracy on the training set, its prediction effect
on the test set is worse than that of the SPP-CNN model. The
main reason is that SPP can improve the generalization ability,
thereby improving the RUL prediction effect of the bearing
under different failure degradation.
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0.2595

0.2034

0.1224

0.1115

0.2083

0.1823

0.1523

0.1332

0.3062

0.3124

0.3034

0.2477
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